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THE 1ST WIFE BK#1 $3.95
TARA TAYLOR QUINN (SUSPENSE)
Chapman Files series. Jane's rule about marriage:
if at first you don't succeed, don't try again … Bigamist ex-husband, an anonymous stalker, a murder
inquiry. Magazine editor Jane Hamilton is not having
a good month. But with the support of her best friend,
Brad Manchester, she's coping–until they become
lovers and Brad complicates things even more by
proposing marriage. Brad understands Jane's fears,
but he's ready for a wife and family, ready to move
forward. Especially when he finds out she's pregnant
with his child. (Bks#2,3&4 also available for the
same price)

on his property. Wounded, desperate—and disarmingly hot—Renny brings out the snarling, protective
alpha beast in Mick like no other woman he’s known.
Can these two haunted, hunted wolves manage to
mate for life…even as the deadliest past demons
howl at their heels?

BEFORE SHE DIES $3.95
MARY BURTON (SUSPENSE)
HE IS THEIR JUDGE… In death, they are purified.
Holding his victims under water, he washes away
their sins as they struggle for their last breath. Then
he stakes their bodies to the ground, exposing them
for what they really are. Witches, sent to tempt and to
corrupt… JURY… No one knows about defense attorney Charlotte Wellington’s murdered sister, or
about her childhood spent with the carnival that’s just
arrived in town. For Charlotte, what’s past is past. But
others don’t agree. And as a madman’s body count
rises, she and Detective Daniel Rokov are drawn into
a mission that’s become terrifyingly personal … AND
EXECUTIONER. At last, she is within his reach. All
his victims deserve their fate, but her guilt is greatest.
And with every scream, he will make her see what it
means to suffer and repent—before she dies…

AT THE EDGE BK#1 $3.95
CAIT LONDON (SUSPENSE/PARANORMAL)

BEYOND THE NIGHT BK#1 $3.95
JOSS WARE (PARANORMAL)

Psychic Triplets trilogy. Claire, Tempest, and
Leona: triplets blessed—or cursed—each with a special extra sense that they would deny, given the
chance . . . Claire, the youngest, finds solitude and
escape in rural Montana. The descendant of an ancient Celtic seer, she struggles to conceal her unsettling power to sense what others feel—the good and
the evil, the pain and the joy. When her peace is
shattered by her new neighbor, Neil Olafson, Claire's
shielded emotions start simmering. He's the opposite
of everything she's ever wanted, a man who ignites
her latent sensuality. And while her eerie powers
have frightened others away, Neil isn't running. And
when Claire comes face-to-face with danger, he becomes her protector—as well as her lover. Now,
Claire and Neil must confront the past and save the
life of a young innocent. But there is a killer lurking in
the background who wants them both dead before
they can unravel his dirty secrets. And he's been very
busy . . .

The Envy Chronicles. A man with no future . . When
Dr. Elliott Drake wakes from a mysterious
fifty-year sleep, the world as he knew it is
gone. Cities are now desolate, and civilization is controlled by deadly immortals.
Stranger still is Elliott's extraordinary new
"gift"--he has the power to heal, but it
comes with fatal consequences. A woman
with a past . . .Jade barely escaped the
immortals and is now hell-bent on revenge.
She trusts no one . . . until Elliott. His piercing gaze and tempting touch shatter her
defenses, but the handsome doctor seems
to have dangerous secrets of his own. Is it
safe to trust him with her heart? If they are
to survive in this dark new world, Jade and
Elliott must work together to fight the forces that take
them beyond danger. Beyond desire. (Bks#2&3 also
avail. for the same price)

BABY, I’M HOWLING FOR YOU BK#1 $3.95
CHRISTINE WARREN (PARANORMAL)
Alphaville series. WELCOME TO ALPHAVILLE,
where the she-wolves and alpha-males play. . .for
keeps … Renny Landry is a wolf on the run. Pursued
by a shapeshifting stalker and his slobbering pack of
killer coyotes, she is forced to flee her job as a librarian to find sanctuary in the wooded hills of Alpha,
Washington. A well-secluded safe space for troubled
shifters, Alpha is Renny’s last hope. But the first person she meets there is a gorgeous alpha male with
fiery eyes, fierce tattoos, and one ferocious appetite—for her… Mick Fischer thought he left his past
behind when he moved to Alpha. But fate has a way
of biting him in the tail when a female wolf shows up

CAST IN SILENCE BK#5 $3.95
MICHELLE SAGARA (FANTASY)
Chronicles of Elantra. Don't ask. Don't tell. Stay
alive. A member of the elite Hawk force that protects
the City of Elantra, Kaylin Neya has sacrificed much
to earn the respect of the winged Aerians and immortal Barrani she works alongside. But the mean streets
she escaped as a child aren't the ones she's vowed
to give her life guarding. Those were much darker…
Kaylin's moved on with her life—and is keeping silent
about the shameful things she's done to stay alive.
But when the city's oracles warn of brewing unrest in
the outer fiefdoms, a mysterious visitor from Kaylin's
past casts her under a cloud of suspicion. Thankfully,
if she's anything, she's a survivor…
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CLAIMED BK#3 $3.95
ALEXA RILEY (SUSPENSE)
For Her series. Jordan Chen is the man behind the
screen. As part of the elite security team for Osbourne Corporation, he has an iron grip on protection, all without having to make close connections
with people. Until he meets the beautiful Jay, and
suddenly his quiet life doesn't seem so perfect anymore. He needs more. He needs her. A workaholic
to her core, Jay Rose doesn't have a lot of men in
her life. Smiling in the face of her enemies gets her
the results she wants at work, but doesn't exactly
project a warm, welcoming vibe. So she's surprised
when the enigmatic security expert strikes up a
friendship with her—surprised but flattered, and maybe a little bit turned on. A company as powerful as
Osbourne Corporation has powerful enemies, and
when Jay becomes a target, Jordan realizes there's
nothing he won't do to bring her home safe.

CURSED BY FIRE BK#1 $3.95
JACQUELYN FRANK (PARANORMAL)
Immortal Brothers. Four warrior brothers who have
the power—and the curse—of immortality … For
centuries, Dethan has been trapped in a fiery inferno
for defying the gods and snatching the power of immortality. Condemned to have his battle-hardened
body licked by flames only to regenerate and be consumed all over again, Dethan has lost all hope—until
the Goddess of Conflict appears. She will release
him from torment—if he’ll use his power and strength
as a warrior to raise an army and defeat a fierce enemy faction of gods. Free to live as a man once again,
Dethan meets Selinda—heir to the throne of Hexis—
and his thoughts quickly turn from the conquest of
cities to the conquest of this headstrong beauty. Betrothed to a cruel, calculating powermonger, Selinda
needs a champion, and so Dethan enters into another bargain: If she will share her bed—and her body—
with him, Dethan will save her city from destructive
forces within and without. As the lovers ignite a searing passion, Dethan will risk all—even the wrath of
the Goddess of Conflict—for a chance to make
Selinda his forever. (Bks#2,3&4 also avail. for the
same price)

is happily single, and she's turned it all around. She
knows she's a good mom, a homeowner, and a businesswoman, all wrapped up in one good-looking
package. A package that police officer Tucker Matthews is dying to unwrap. This ex-military man sure
doesn't need another woman in his life. His last girlfriend left him with nothing but memories and a cat
named Pinky! But living next door to Lily has been
driving him nuts. He dreams about her long blonde
hair and even longer legs. And maybe it's time to go
a little crazy . . . and fall in love.

DAGGER STAR BK#1 $3.95
ELIZABETH VAUGHAN (FANTASY)
Epic of Palins series. She is a mercenary trained in
the ways of war and the blade--nothing
more. A woman known only as Red
Gloves has come to the land of Palins in
search of work. What she finds, however,
is the torched fields and razed farms of a
land defiled. If you see her without the
gloves, run... This is all Josiah knows
about the mysterious woman--until he
catches a glimpse of the dagger-star birthmark, a sign that she is destined to free
his people from a ruthless usurper's reign
of terror. But she is more dangerous when
following her heart... Red doesn't believe
in gods. Nevertheless, she finds herself
drawn into the rebellion--not by the prophecy or the chance to win the throne, but by the pain
of untold loss in Josiah's eyes... (Bks#2&3 also
avail. for the same price)

DANCE AWAY WITH ME $5.95
SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS (CONTEMPORARY)
Run, run, as fast as you can! When life throws her
one setback too many, midwife and young widow
Tess Hartsong takes off for Runaway Mountain. In
this small town high in the Tennessee mountains,
surrounded by nature, she hopes to outrun her heartbreak and find the solace she needs to heal. But
instead of peace and quiet, she encounters an enigmatic artist with a craving for solitude, a fairy-tale
sprite with too many secrets, a helpless infant, a
passel of curious teens, and a town suspicious of
outsiders, especially one as headstrong as Tess.
Just as headstrong is Ian North, a difficult, gifted
man with a tortured soul—a man who makes Tess
question everything. In running away to this new life,
Tess wonders— Has she lost herself . . . or has she
found her future?

DANGEROUS ALLIANCE BK#2 $3.95
KYRA DAVIS (CONTEMPORARY)
BK#2

BK#3

BK#4

CRAZY ON YOU BK#1.5 $2.95 NOVELLA
RACHEL GIBSON (CONTEMPORARY)
Lovatt, Texas. Lily Darlington's been called crazy in
her day-and, yeah, driving her car into her exhusband's living room probably wasn't the smartest
move ever made-but the louse deserved it. Now Lily

Pure Sin series. The beautiful, angry Bell has revenge in her heart and Lander Gable in her sights.
She’s seduced her way into his arms with the intent
to destroy his wealthy family. But now that she’s
there, lust and passion have begun squeezing out
that desire for vengeance. It’s a dangerous game
Bell is playing, and sex, mystery, and lies are the
most intriguing game pieces of all.
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DON’T CLOSE YOUR EYES BK#1 $3.95
CHRISTIE CRAIG (SUSPENSE)

DARK STORM $3.95
KAREN HARPER (SUSPENSE)

Texas Justice. What would you do if everything you
thought was true about your family turned out to be a
lie? Annie Lakes has had the same recurring nightmare for years. Her heart pounding in her chest. A
panicked voice, begging her to run faster. Her own
bloodcurdling scream. But now Annie is starting to
realize it's more than just a bad dream. She's starting
to remember things about the night her cousin Jenny
disappeared all those years ago. Things that make her
believe her family was involved--and what they're hiding is much worse than she ever imagined. But she
can't unravel this alone. She needs someone she can
trust, someone like sexy Detective Mark Sutton ....
Mark has seen enough--too much--to assume that
Annie's story is a dead end. It turns out that her family
is hiding some killer secrets. A long time ago, Annie
was just an innocent little girl who saw something she
shouldn't. Now she's a target, and Mark's running out
of time to protect the woman he's starting to fall for.
But how does Mark face off against a murderer who
just may be someone Annie loves?

South Shores series. There are some forces you
can’t outrun … Forensic psychologist Claire Markwood
has experienced her share of disaster. But nothing
could prepare her for her sister, Darcy, going missing.
Claire rushes to the butterfly sanctuary where Darcy
has been working, prepared to do what she does
best—work the clues. But her sister, along with her car
and some of the sanctuary’s rarest species of butterflies, has seemingly vanished without a trace. Amid a
flurry of mysterious leads and dead ends, Claire and
her criminal lawyer husband, Nick, tap every resource
at their disposal. But the deeper they dig, the more
unsettling the case becomes, dredging up old family
secrets that shake the foundation of everything Claire
thought to be true. Because some secrets aren’t just
threatening—they’re deadly.

DEAD UNTIL DARK BK#1 $3.95
CHARLAINE HARRIS (PARANORMAL)
Sookie Stackhouse. Sookie Stackhouse is a smalltime waitress in small-town Louisiana. She's quiet,
keeps to herself, and doesn't get out much. Not because she's not pretty. She is. It's just that, well,
Sookie has this sort of "disability". She can read
minds. And that doesn't make her too dateable. And
Then along comes Bill. He's tall,dark, Handsome and Sookie can't hear a word he's thinking. He's exactly the type of guy she's been waiting for all her
life .... But Bill has a disability of his own. He's a vampire with a bad reputation. He hangs with a seriously
creepy crowd, all suspected of-big surprise - murder.
And when one of Sookie's coworkers is killed, she
fears she's next ...... (Bks#2-13 also avail. for the
same price)

A DEVIL OF A DUKE BK#2 $4.95
MADELINE HUNTER (HISTORICAL)
Decadent Dukes Society series. HE MAY BE A
DEVIL … He's infamous, debaucherous, and known all
over town for his complete disregard for scandal, and
positively irresistible seductions. Gabriel St. James,
Duke of Langford, is obscenely wealthy, jawdroppingly handsome, and used to getting exactly
what he wants. Until his attention is utterly captured by
a woman who refuses to tell him her name, but can't
help surrendering to his touch . . .BUT SHE'S NO ANGEL EITHER . . .Amanda Waverly is living two lives—
one respectable existence as secretary to an upstanding lady, and one far more dangerous battle of wits—
and willpower—with the devilish Duke. Langford may
be the most tempting man she's ever met, but
Amanda's got her hands full trying to escape the world
of high-society crime into which she was born. And if
he figures out who she really is, their sizzling passion
will suddenly boil over into a much higher stakes affair . . .

DIAMONDS ARE TRULY FOREVER BK#2 $3.95
GINA ROBINSON (SUSPENSE)

“No entertainment is so cheap as reading,
nor any pleasure so lasting.”
Mary Wortley Montagu

Agent Ex series. Staci Fields loves her
gorgeous husband—and that’s the honest
truth. Unfortunately, her inability to lie is a
major liability for the wife of a CIA agent.
During a previous mission, her loose lips
nearly got her husband killed. So now
Staci’s filing for divorce to keep him out of
danger—no matter how much her lips still
crave his kiss … Drew Fields knows that
his wife doesn’t want to play the spy game
anymore. But when he learns that Staci
may be a pawn in her stepfather’s secret
dealings with terrorists, he has no choice
but to step back into her life. This time, the
stakes are higher than ever. The closer he

BK#3

BK#4
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gets to Staci, the deadlier the odds. And the more he
loves his ex, the more he has to lose… (Bk#3&4
also avail. for the same price)

thally hot. Holed up in a luxury suite in the heart of
London, Elle and Bennett fight to resist the sexual
heat burning between them. But the Russian mob is
relentless and closing in fast—and soon they both
must be ready to sacrifice everything for love.

EDEN $3.95
CAROLYN DAVIDSON (HISTORICAL)

FIRE KISSED BK#4 $3.95
ERIN KELLISON (PARANORMAL)

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Something about the woman hit John Roper hard,
right in the gut. She was frightened, her face bruised,
yet her inner beauty and bravery were immediately
apparent. And there was no way in hell he was leaving her alone to face a roomful of rowdy cowboys
and whatever desperate circumstances had brought
her there in the first place. But how he got from those
first thoughts to making her his wife was something
he was still wrestling with the next day.… He knew
he'd put his life on the line to protect her. But would a
man who knew nothing about being a husband ever
be able to give Katie the happy ending she so deserved?

EIGHT SIMPLE RULES FOR DATING A DRAGON BK#3
$3.95
KERRELYN SPARKS (PARANORMAL)
The Embraced series. Behold the Embraced …
Gwennore has a talent. An Elf able to track down the
cause of an illness and heal it, she’s a valuable asset
to her people. When the kidnapping of a young girl
thrusts Gwennore into the very heart of the realm of
the dragons, she discovers not only a place of power
and magic, but also a haunted land, plagued by an
ancient curse that all but ensures extinction to the
royal family. But when she meets the smoldering
General Silas Dravenko, they strike a bargain—save
the country from its cursed illness, and he will return
the kidnapped girl. She’s been raised never to trust a
dragon, but never did making a deal with the devil
feel so good … Silas has no way of curing the family
he’s loyally served for years. But when a beautiful elf,
long considered the enemy of the dragons, comes
bursting into his world, Silas is awakened to passion
and desire in a way he’s never felt before. But can he
trust a sworn enemy to save the very existence he
holds dear? And can their love survive those that
threaten to tear them apart?

ESCAPADE: HER BILLIONAIRE, LONDON BK#3 $4.95
TRADE P/BACK
LISA MARIE RICE (SUSPENSE)
Her Billionaire series. Bennett Cameron is one of
the best close protection agents in the world. Gorgeous, genius-level computer expert Elle Castle has
no clue that Russian mobsters are after her and she
won't play nice when her wealthy father hires Bennett
to protect her. When she refuses to follow Bennett to
safety, kidnapping her is his only option. Elle Castle
finds herself living every woman's worst nightmare -waking up terrified, disoriented and tied to a chair at
the mercy of a powerful, intimidating stranger. He
says he kidnapped her and tied her up for her own
good. Yeah, right. The good news is that he doesn’t
seem to be a serial killer. The bad news is he is le-

Shadow Kissed series. Fae Fire: It is Kaye
Brand's power to wield. But outcast from her
kind, she's been selling herself to the highest
bidder-- - money for her survival in exchange
for a magic glimpse into the flames of the
future. Angel Ice: One of the angelic Order,
Jack Bastian has no use for a female like
Kaye, as provocative and unexpected as her
BK#2
blazing beauty. Yet he has no choice but to
hire her to uncover the secrets of his sworn
enemy and her former fiance, Ferrol Grey.
Magekind: War is inevitable between the
defenders of the Order and the mage houses
who threaten to engulf the world in Shadow.
For Jack, mage-born Kaye is off limits, no
matter how hot the impossible attraction beBK#5
tween them. But in the coming darkness, beset by danger and desire, everything is about to
change . ..(Bks#2&5 also avail. for the same price)

THE FLAME $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
JEAN JOHNSON (PARANORMAL)
Sons of Destiny series. Eight brothers, born in four
sets of twins, two years apart to the day, they fulfill
the Curse of Eight Prophecy. Though no longer
trapped in exile, their growing family faces new problems. Now that it’s his turn to look for a bride, Koranen, the seventh-born brother, cursed with a flame
that courses beneath his flesh, must find a woman
able to endure the literal heat of his passion. Then
Danau the Aquamancer arrives, and as everyone
knows, fire and water create steam.

FLIRTING WITH FOREVER $3.95
GWYN CREADY (TIME TRAVEL)
A fun and sexy time-travel adventure ..... Art historian
Campbell Stratford is about to make a name for herself with her scandalously sexy tell-all “fictographies”
of famous seventeenth-century artists, but she’s
more intimately familiar with her subjects than her
eager readers can imagine. Thanks to a time portal
she accidentally discovered, she has caused quite a
stir in the Great Beyond. To save their reputations,
the Guild protecting dead artists convinces playboy
Peter Lely, portraitist to the king, to sabotage Cam’s
latest project. A few hours posing on Sir Peter’s modeling chaise leads to a night of seductive passion—
then Cam returns home and discovers his betrayal.
But before she can turn her angry pen on her lover,
Sir Peter makes a surprise visit to the future and
transforms Cam’s twenty-first-century life into chaos
of classic proportions.
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FROM THIS DAY FORWARD $3.95
CANDACE CAMP, GINA WILKINS, ALLISON LEIGH
(CONTEMPORARY)
For richer, for poorer: Claire Winters was a society
girl. Jack Murphy was born a roughneck. But at a time
when women were expected to play by the rules,
Claire was determined to break all of them.. For better: Rebecca Murphy was planning her grandparents'
wedding anniversary party when she was reunited
with her onetime wedding fling, Ryan Fuller. But while
their chemistry still sizzled, Ryan maintained his position - he was always the groomsman and never the
groom! Or for worse! Successful businessman Nate
Aldrich had always avoided settling down.until single
mom and restaurant owner Jordan Chelsey showed
him just what kind of life he might find inside that fabled white picket fence.

THE GOOD SISTER BK#1 $3.95
WENDY CORSI STAUB (SUSPENSE)
Socia Media trilogy. A mother races to save her
daughter before her darkest nightmare comes true … Sacred Sisters
Catholic girls' school has hardly
changed since Jen Archer was a student. Jen hoped her older daughter
would thrive here. Instead, shy, studious Carley becomes the target of
vicious bullies. But the real danger at
BK#2
Sacred Sisters goes much deeper.
The only person Carley can talk to is
"Angel," a kindred spirit she met
online. Carley tells Angel everything
—about her younger sister, about
school, about the sudden death of her
former best friend. Angel is her lifeline. And Angel is closer than she
BK#3
knows. When another schoolgirl is found dead, Jen's
unease grows. There are too many coincidences, too
many links to her past. Every instinct tells her that
Carley is the next target. For someone is intent on
punishing the guilty, teaching the ultimate lesson in
how to fear . . . and how to die. (Bks#2&3 also avail.
for the same price)

HARDCORE TWENTY-FOUR $3.95
JANET EVANOVICH (CONTEMPORARY)
Stephanie Plum series. Trouble comes in bunches
for Stephanie Plum. First, professional grave robber
and semiprofessional loon Simon Diggery won't let
her take him in until she agrees to care for his boa
constrictor, Ethel. Stephanie's main qualification for
babysitting an extremely large snake is that she owns
a taser--whether that's for use on the wandering serpent or the petrified neighbors remains to be seen.
Events take a dark turn when headless bodies start
appearing across town. At first it's just corpses from a
funeral home and the morgue that have had the
heads removed. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie
knows that she's the only one with a prayer of catch-

ing this killer. If all that's not enough, Diesel's back in
town. The six-foot-tall, blond-haired hunk is a man
who accepts no limits--that includes locked doors,
closed windows, and underwear. Trenton's hottest
cop, Joe Morelli, isn't pleased at this unexpected arrival, nor is Ranger, the high-powered security consultant who has his own plans for Stephanie.
As usual, Jersey's favorite bounty hunter is stuck in
the middle, with more questions than answers. What's
the deal with Grandma Mazur's latest online paramour? Who is behind the startling epidemic of mutilated corpses? And is the enigmatic Diesel's sudden
appearance a coincidence or the cause of recent
deadly events?

HER HIGHNESS AND THE HIGHLANDER BK#2 $3.95
TRACY ANNE WARREN (HISTORICAL)
Princess Brides series. While journeying home from
Scotland, Princess Mercedes of Alden's coach is set
upon and her personal guard is killed. Barely escaping with her life, Mercedes seeks help at a nearby inn.
But since she has no money and looks little better
than a beggar, her claim that she is a princess is dismissed by the townsfolk as a far-fetched tale. Utterly
forsaken, Mercedes wonders what is to become of
her. After years of soldiering, dispossessed Laird
Daniel MacKinnon is finally coming home. While at an
inn, he is confronted by a bedraggled young woman
claiming to be of royal blood. Daniel doesn't believe
her wild tale, but when she asks for his protection, he
agrees to serve as her bodyguard; in turn she promises to reward him handsomely once they reach London. But Mercedes is still being pursued by ruthless
hunters whose motives remain unclear. The danger
increases, as does the desire that she and Daniel feel
for each other, until the two of them must face the
greatest danger of all: falling in love.

HOLD BACK THE DARK $4.95
KAY HOOPER (SUSPENSE/PARANORMAL)
Bishop/Special Crimes Unit series. The Chosen
have been warned. Powerful psychics across the
globe have gotten the same eerie and insistent message: Go to Prosperity. Because in this small North
Carolina mountain town, madness has taken hold...
Trapped in a nightmare they can't escape, the residents of Prosperity are killing one another, waking up
with no memory of the monstrous acts they've committed--or the reasons why. Chief Deputy Katie Cole
knows that whatever evil is afoot is beyond her expertise, and beyond the understanding of Sheriff Jackson
Archer. They need help. The Special Crimes Unit is
called in for its specific brand of investigation, to aid
the Chosen as well as the once-peaceful mountain
town. It will take all the agents' training, all their experience, and every extra sense they can call on to get
to the bottom of things in Prosperity. And as a sinister
pattern begins to emerge, even the most experienced
and hardened SCU agents must brace themselves for
a flood of darkness unlike any the world has ever
seen…
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HOT TARGET COWBOY BK#2 $3.95
JUNE FAVER (CONTEMPORARY)
Dark Horse Cowboys series. His loyalty is to his
family. But his heart belongs to her. Eldest son Colt
Garrett is the biggest, strongest and steadiest of the
Garrett brothers. Colt accepts his responsibilities,
knowing his future is tied to the land. Colt has stayed
centered-but when he falls in love, he falls hard. He is
mesmerized by Misty Dalton, the younger sister of one
of his brother's friends. Misty Dalton has held together
a family plagued with problems since her mother
passed away. But when the threats to her family turn
deadly, Misty turns to Colt. If anybody wants to hurt
Misty, they're going to have to go through the toughest
of the Garrett boys first.

HOW TO RESCUE A RAKE BK#3 $3.95
JAYNE FRESINA (HISTORICAL)
Book Club Belles Society series. HOW TO RESCUE A RAKE: Reject his marriage proposal: Nathaniel
Sherringham has returned to Hawcombe Prior a
changed man. Gone is the reckless rake who went out
on a limb to propose to Diana Makepiece three years
ago. Now Nate's mysterious new wealth has the
town's rumor mill spinning. To stir things up (and get
Diana's attention), Nate boldly announces his plans to
marry "any suitable girl" under the age of 25. Run
away: Diana, now 27 and still single, is acutely aware
of Nate's return. When her mother suggests a trip to
visit a cousin in Bath, Diana leaps at the chance to
escape the heartbreak and regret she can't help but
feel in Nate's presence...and avoid his irritating charade to find a bride. But for Nate, Diana has always
been the one. He might just have to follow her to Bath
and once again lay his heart on the line to win her
attention-and her heart.

HOW TO SEDUCE A SINNER BK#2 $3.95
ADRIENNE BASSO (HISTORICAL)
Ellinghams series. Seal Her Desire … Dorothea Ellingham is waiting for the man who can ignite a spark
of consuming passion with just a kiss. For when that
happens, she'll know she's found the one. But after
three suitors miserably fail her test, she's about to lose
all hope until she lays eyes on Viscount Carter Grayson. His devilish good looks and charm send her
pulse racing—and when he kisses her, she finally
finds what she's been craving. With A Kiss … Viscount
Carter Grayson is in no hurry to wed. But when he
meets Dorothea, he's captivated by the urgent need
she sets off in him. Knowing he must have her, he
proposes. But as they soon discover, a union forged
on passion alone is never enough—and explosive
desires can often lead to love.

I SHOT YOU BABE BK#4 $3.95
LESLIE LANGTRY (CONTEMPORARY)
Greatest Hits Mysteries. Coney Bombay is one hot
assassin with an Ivy League PhD who travels the
world operating carnival rides. He also likes to knit and
has a pet guinea pig named Sartre Even in his wild

family of killers Cy stands out But after a series of runins with perennial grad student Veronica Gale the cool
cat is starting to feel a little hot under the collar. In her
research, Ronnie Gale has seen a lot. Problem is she
hasn't actually done a lot. The mysterious Cy Bombay
seems about to chance all that with a whirlwind adventure that will take them from a small-town county
fair to the outer reaches of Mongolia. But when love is
on the line and there's a murder to be solved will Ronnie really be willing to climb out of the ivory tower and
get a little down and dirty?

IN BED WITH A ROGUE BK#2 $3.95
SAMANTHA GRACE (HISTORICAL)
Rival Rogues series. He's the Talk of the Town ….
The whole town is tittering about Baron Sebastian
Thorne having been jilted at the altar. Every move he
makes ends up in the gossip columns. Tired of being
the butt of everyone's jokes, Sebastian vows to restore his family's reputation no matter what it takes.
She's the Toast of the Ton … Feted by the crème of
society, the beautiful widow Lady Prestwick is a vision
of all that is proper. But Helena is no angel, and when
Sebastian uncovers her dark secret, he's quick to
press his advantage. In order to keep her hard-won
good name, Helen will have to make a deal with the
devil. But she's got some tricks up her sleeves to keep
this notorious rogue on his toes…

IT TAKES TWO TO TANGLE BK#1 $3.95
THERESA ROMAIN (HISTORICAL)
Matchmaker trilogy. Wooing the Wrong Woman …
Henry Middlebrook is back from fighting Napoleon,
ready to re-enter London society where he left it.
Wounded and battle weary, he decides that the right
wife is all he needs. Selecting the most desirable lady
in the ton, Henry turns to her best friend and companion to help him with his suit … Is a Terrible Mistake …
Young and beautiful, war widow Frances Whittier is no
stranger to social intrigue. She finds Henry Middlebrook courageous and manly, unlike the foppish aristocrats she is used to, and is inspired to exercise her
considerable wit on his behalf. But she may be too
clever for her own good, and Frances discovers that
she has set in motion a complicated train of events
that’s only going to break her own heart…

KILLER CHARMS BK#3 $3.95
MARIANNE STILLINGS (CONTEMPORARY)
Darling Detectives series. If he could really see the
future . . . Logan Sinclair is nothing but a fraud. Or at
least that's what Inspector Andie Darling, undercover
on the streets of San Francisco, is determined to
prove. Sure, the sexy Scotsman may say he's a clairvoyant, but Andie's never believed in second sight—or
love at first sight. So why does his sweet talk turn her
into a lovestruck fool? He'd know that Andie Darling
always gets her man . . . Getting the goods on the
elusive con man would get Andie out of boring Vice
and into Homicide, yet all she can think about is getting into Logan's arms. But juggling her job and her
heart leaves her with little time to protect herself from
a crazed killer hot on her heels. Logan would love to
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help Andie—and get closer to her—but charm might
not be enough to save them now . . .

KISS OF MIDNIGHT BK#1 $3.95
LARA ADRIAN (PARANORMAL)

BK#3

Midnight Breed series. He watches her from across
the crowded dance club, a sensual black-haired
stranger who stirs Gabrielle Maxwell’s deepest fantasies. But nothing about this night—or this man—is
what it seems. For when Gabrielle witnesses a murder outside the club, reality shifts into something dark
and deadly. In that shattering instant she is thrust into
a realm she never knew existed—a realm where vampires stalk the shadows and a blood war is set to ignite. Lucan Thorne despises the violence carried out
by his lawless brethren. A vampire himself, Lucan is a
Breed warrior, sworn to protect his kind—and the unwitting humans existing alongside them—from the
mounting threat of the Rogues. Lucan cannot risk
binding himself to a mortal woman, but when Gabrielle is targeted by his enemies, he has no choice but to
bring her into the dark underworld he commands.
Here, in the arms of the Breed’s formidable leader,
Gabrielle will confront an extraordinary destiny of danger, seduction, and the darkest pleasures of all. . . .

BK#5

BK#7

BK#8

ed to become high priestess, but the brutal murders of
her beloved mother and sister leave her no choice.
Now she is running for her life, desperate to protect
the magical amulet entrusted to her care. But when
Barbu’s assassin comes for her, she realizes her only
chance of stopping the warlord’s rise to power is to
convince this enigmatic—and handsome—hunter that
she is more valuable alive than dead. (Bk#2 also
avail. for the same price)

THE LAST CHANCE MATINEE BK#1 $4.95
MARIAH STEWART (CONTEMPORARY)
Hudson Sisters series. When celebrated and respected agent Fritz Hudson passes away, he leaves a
trail of Hollywood glory in his wake--and two separate
families who never knew the other existed. Allie and
Des Hudson are products of Fritz's first marriage to
Honora, a beautiful but troubled starlet whose life ended in a tragic overdose. Meanwhile, Fritz was falling in
love on the Delaware Bay with New Age hippie Susa
Pratt--they had a daughter together, Cara, and while
Fritz loved Susa with everything he had, he never
quite managed to tell her or Cara about his West
Coast family. Now Fritz is gone, and the three sisters
are brought together under strange circumstances:
there's a large inheritance to be had that could save
Allie from her ever-deepening debt following a disastrous divorce, allow Des to open a rescue shelter for
abused and wounded animals, and give Cara a fresh
start after her husband left her for her best friend--but
only if the sisters upend their lives and work together
to restore an old, decrepit theater that was Fritz's obsession growing up in his small hometown in Pennsylvania's Pocono Mountains. Guided by Fritz's closest
friend and longtime attorney, Pete Wheeler, the sisters come together--whether they like it or not--to turn
their father's dream into a reality, and might just come
away with far more than they bargained for.

THE LAST KISS GOODBYE BK#2 $3.95
KAREN ROBARDS (SUSPENSE)
BK#9

BK#10

BK#11

KNIGHT AWAKENED BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
COREENE CALLAHAN (PARANORMAL)

BK#2

Circle of Seven series. In AD 1331, warlord Vladimir
Barbu seizes control of Transylvania. But in spite of
his bloody triumph, his claim to the throne remains out
of reach. The king of Hungary opposes his rule, the
Transylvanian people despise his brutal ways, and the
high priestess needed to crown him has vanished
without a trace. But Barbu hasn’t come this far only to
be thwarted by a woman. He unleashes his best hunters to track her down and bring her to him—dead or
alive. For Xavian Ramir, killing is the only life he has
ever known. Torn from his family when he was a child,
he was trained from an early age to be an elite assassin. But now he longs for something more, vowing to
start anew after one last job. The bounty on his target’s head is enough to set him up for good—if he can
resist the long-dead conscience that stirs to life when
he meets his beautiful mark. Afina Lazar never want-

Dr Charlotte Stone. Dr. Charlotte “Charlie” Stone has
dedicated her career as a psychiatrist to exploring the
darkest territory of all: the hearts and minds of serial
killers. It’s a job she’s uniquely suited for, thanks to
the secret talent that gives her an uncanny edge—
Charlie can see dead people, whose tormented spirits
cry out to her for the justice only she can provide. This
blessing—or curse—gives Charlie the power to hunt
down and catch madmen and murderers. It’s also
turned her love life upside down by drawing her into a
hopelessly passionate relationship with the lingering
ghost of charismatic bad boy Michael Garland. But
there’s little time for romance with her supernatural
suitor when murder comes pounding at Charlie’s door
in the form of a terrified young woman fleeing a homicidal maniac. Saving her life places Charlie squarely
in the cross-hairs of a sadistic predator nicknamed
“the Gingerbread Man,” notorious for manipulating his
victims like pawns in a deadly chess game. And now
the queen this psychopath’s bent on capturing is
Charlie.
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Refusal to play will only put more innocent lives in
danger. Matching wits with this cunningly twisted opponent will require all of Charlie’s training and expert
skills. But even with her devilish “guardian angel”—not
to mention her favorite flesh-and-blood Fed, Tony Bartoli—watching her beautiful back, the Gingerbread
Man’s horrifying grin might be the last thing Charlie
ever sees.

THE LIE AND THE LADY BK#2 $3.95
KATE NOBLE (HISTORICAL)
Winner Takes All series. John Turner was thinking
only of winning a bet when he swapped identities with
his friend, the Earl of Ashby. He didn’t wager on winning the fiery Countess of Churzy’s heart with his lies,
or on falling for her in return. Leticia, impoverished
Countess of Churzy, was publicly humiliated when it
came out that she had fallen for the man, not the master. She fled when she learned of his betrayal. But fate
throws them together again, and some things are too
intoxicating to be denied. John is determined to regain
her trust—and her love—this time as himself. Letty
knows what choice she must make to survive, but if
she turns her back on her dashing rogue – again – will
she loose her chance at love forever?

MASTER OF SIN BK#4 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
MAGGIE ROBINSON (ROMANTICA)
Courtesan Court series. Flying from sin. . . Andrew
Rossiter has used his gorgeous body and angelic face
for all they're worth--shocking the proper, seducing the
willing, and pleasuring the wealthy. But with a tiny son
depending on him for rescue, suddenly discretion is
far more important than desire. He'll have to bury his
past and quench his desires--fast. And he'll have to
find somewhere his deliciously filthy reputation hasn't
yet reached. . . ..into seduction Miss Gemma Peartree
seems like a plain, virginal governess. True, she has a
sharp wit and a sharper tongue, but handsome Mr.
Ross wouldn't notice Gemma herself. Or so she
hopes. No matter how many sparks fly between them,
she has too much to hide to catch his eye. But with the
storms of a Scottish winter driving them together, it will
be hard enough to keep her secrets. Keeping her
hands to herself might prove entirely impossible. . .

MERCENARY’S WOMAN $3.95
DIANA PALMER (CONTEMPORARY)
SAFE HAVEN … Ebenezer Scott is done being a mercenary. All this retired soldier of fortune wants is to
finally have some peace and quiet. Though when
schoolteacher Sally Johnson's life is put in danger, Eb
will do anything to keep her safe. Sally doesn't want
his help--or his advances--but Eb is determined to
protect her, and to prove he's exactly what Sally
needs, one kiss at a time. Sally used to dream of the
day Eb held her in his powerful embrace. But he broke
her heart six years ago, and she can't trust him to not
hurt her again. But when someone threatens her and
her nephew, the reclusive mercenary is the only one
she can turn to. Now Eb must risk it all to win the
sweet-natured beauty over...before it's too late.

BONUS STORY—His Secret Child by Lee Tobin
McClain: When a storm strands Fern Easton and Carlo Camden at a dog rescue farm, it's hard for her not
to be won over by how capable he is with her foster
child. Carlo has returned home to be a father to a
daughter he never knew existed. But he might just
have found the woman of his dreams, too...

MIDNIGHT OBSESSION BK#4 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
MELINDA LEIGH (SUSPENSE)
Midnight series. When a mysterious package lands
on Louisa Hancock’s doorstep, the Philadelphia museum curator can hardly anticipate the nightmare that’s
about to envelop her. The package is addressed to
her father—an expert in Viking culture—and inside is a
ninth-century sword, a chilling thank-you note, and
photos of two dead bodies in a tableau evoking a Nordic funeral. The gruesome images match a recent
crime scene. But before the police can investigate the
killer’s connection to Louisa’s father, Ward Hancock
vanishes. Sports bar owner Conor Sullivan wants
nothing more than to spend his life with Louisa. Devoted and protective, he refuses to leave her side after
her father’s disappearance. When a troubled young
boxer he’s been coaching is suspected of the murders, Conor is pulled in even deeper. Desperate,
Louisa and Conor take it upon themselves to find her
father, but soon another ritualistic slaying makes it
clear there’s a Viking-obsessed serial killer on the
loose. And he has a new target: Louisa.

MIND GAME $4.95
IRIS JOHANSEN (SUSPENSE)
Eve Duncan series. Scotland holds a treasure that
Jane MacGuire has been hunting for years. But as she
scours the Highlands in search of it, she's plagued by
dreams of a girl in danger--dreams she can't ignore no
matter how hard she tries. Who is this girl, and what is
she trying to tell Jane? Will Jane figure it out before it's
too late--for her and the mysterious young woman?
Things are further complicated when Seth Caleb
comes back into Jane's life. Their history is volatile to
say the least, and now Jane must plunge into his
world as she fights to save him. But Caleb isn't the
only person sweeping her up into startling developments. When Eve Duncan surprises Jane with news of
her own, Jane comes face to face with stunning
changes in the lives of those she loves most.

MISSING $3.95 2IN1
LISA JACKSON (SUSPENSE)
Innocent by Association: A lot of money, cold, hard
cash, has "ended up" in stockholder Garrett Reaves's
bank account. Someone is trying to frame him. Investment house president Megan McKearn—his former
lover—had motive, means and opportunity. Is she
guilty? It looks as though Garrett will have to, once
again, get very close to Megan to find out. Zachary's
Law: When a divorced mother's young children are
kidnapped by her ex-husband, Lauren Regis exhausts
every possibility of finding her son and daughter—until
maverick attorney Zachary Winters agrees to take the
case. Zach operates under his own set of rules. But
even his unconventional methods don't include getting
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emotionally involved with the client…no matter how
tempting.

MOST EAGERLY YOURS BK#1 $3.95
ALLISON CHASE (HISTORICAL)

BK#2

Her Majesty's Secret Servants. Raised on their uncle's country estate, the four orphaned Sutherland
sisters formed a close friendship with the young Princess Victoria. Shortly before her coronation as queen,
Victoria asks the sisters to serve her in matters requiring the utmost discretion. They are to become her secret servants… Laurel, the eldest, is the first to be
called. The Queen is threatened by her jealous cousin,
George Fitzclarence, who is known for speaking treason. She asks Laurel to pose as a wealthy widow and
use her charms to win George's trust, then find out
what he is really plotting. Laurel is prepared for the
risks of acting a part, but she encounters an unexpected and formidable obstacle in the Earl of Barenforth—George's friend and a notorious rake, whom
Victoria has warned her to avoid… An undercover
agent for the Home Office, Aidan Phillips, Earl of
Barensforth, is on the trail of a financial hoax involving
alchemy, murder...and George Fitzclarence. When a
lovely young widow wanders into his path and turns
his well-laid plans on end, he senses she is hiding
something. Aidan is no stranger to seduction, or to the
wiles of beautiful women. And he intends employing
wiles of his own to uncover the lady's secrets... (Bk#2
also avail. for the same price)

A NIGHT LIKE THIS BK#2 $4.95
JULIA QUINN (HISTORICAL)
Smythe-Smith Quartet. Anne Wynter might not be
who she says she is… But she's managing quite well
as a governess to three highborn young ladies. Her job
can be a challenge—in a single week she finds herself
hiding in a closet full of tubas, playing an evil queen in
a play that might be a tragedy (or might be a comedy—no one is sure), and tending to the wounds of the
oh-so-dashing Earl of Winstead. After years of dodging
unwanted advances, he's the first man who has truly
tempted her, and it's getting harder and harder to remind herself that a governess has no business flirting
with a nobleman. Daniel Smythe-Smith Might be in
mortal danger… But that's not going to stop the young
earl from falling in love. And when he spies a mysterious woman at his family's annual musicale, he vows to
pursue her, even if that means spending his days with
a ten-year-old who thinks she's a unicorn. But Daniel
has an enemy, one who has vowed to see him dead.
And when Anne is thrown into peril, he will stop at
nothing to ensure their happy ending…

NIGHT OF THE BILLIONAIRE WOLF BK#3 $4.95
TERRY SPEAR (PARANORMAL)
Billionaire Wolf series. It's not easy being a billionaire, a wolf shifter, and a woman… Lexi Summerfield
built her business from the ground up. But with great
wealth comes great responsibility, and some drawbacks Lexi could not have anticipated. Lexi never
knows who she can trust... Even on vacation, Lexi has

a hard time trying to relax. And for good reason―the
paparazzi are dogging her, and so is someone else
with evil intent. Then Lexi meets bodyguard and gray
wolf shifter Ryder Gallagher, who's also vacationing at
Redwood National Park. When the two run into each
other on the hiking trails, and then serendipitously rescue two bear cubs, Lexi feels safe for the first time in
she can't remember when. But secrets have a way of
surfacing... With the danger around Lexi escalating,
Ryder will do whatever it takes to stay by her side...

NIGHT OF THE HUNTRESS BK#2 $3.95
KATHRYN SMITH (PARANORMAL)
Brotherhood of Blood series. Bishop
has been a vampire for 700 years and
though he wishes nothing more than to
live his life in peace, getting humans to
believe that vampires are not monsters is
a difficult task, and vampire hunters like
The Reaper make it even more difficult.
Believing that a vampire killed her mother,
Marika leads a band of vigilantes, determined to rid the world of these monsters.
What no one knows is that Irina herself is
half–vampire. Determined to deny that
side of her, Marika captures Bishop, believing he can lead her to the vampire
responsible for her mother's death. But
over the course of Bishop's captivity, secrets about Marika's past are revealed
and she soon learns that what she has
always believed to be true is anything but.
Now Marika and Bishop are in a race
against time as they fight for their lives––
and their love. (Bks#3,4&5 also avail. for
the same price)

NO TRUE GENTLEMAN BK#2 $3.95
LIZ CARLYLE (HISTORICAL)

BK#3

BK#4

BK#5

Rutledge Family series. A high-society murder brings
scandal to the lords and ladies of the ton -- and unexpected desire to a pair of unlikely lovers …. Lady Catherine Wodeway knows that no true gentleman would
presume to kiss a lady senseless without a proper
introduction -- not even to save her life. yet somehow,
Maximilian de Rohan's dark good looks, brooding
manner, and mysterious past make it all too easy for
Catherine to forget that she's a lady. Although Max is
stunned by Catherine's beauty, honesty, and charm,
he knows that getting mixed up with a noblewoman
can end badly, especially when her brother is a murder
suspect. But when Catherine stumbles onto the key to
Max's murder investigation and unwittingly places herself in the killer's hands he will risk everything to pull
her out of danger and into the arms of love.

OF BLOOD AND BONE BK#2 $4.95
NORA ROBERTS (PARANORMAL)
The One series. They look like an everyday family
living an ordinary life. But beyond the edges of this
peaceful farm, unimaginable forces of light and dark
have been unleashed. Fallon Swift, approaching her
thirteenth birthday, barely knows the world that existed
before—the city where her parents lived, now in ruins
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and reclaimed by nature since the Doom sickened
and killed billions. Traveling anywhere is a danger,
as vicious gangs of Raiders and fanatics called Purity Warriors search for their next victim. Those like
Fallon, in possession of gifts, are hunted—and the
time is coming when her true nature, her identity as
The One, can no longer be hidden. In a mysterious
shelter in the forest, her training is about to begin
under the guidance of Mallick, whose skills have
been honed over centuries. She will learn the old
ways of healing; study and spar; encounter faeries
and elves and shifters; and find powers within herself
she never imagined. And when the time is right, she
will take up the sword, and fight. For until she grows
into the woman she was born to be, the world outside will never be whole again.

ON THE HUNT $3.95
ALEXANDRA IVY, REBECCA ZANETTI, DIANNE DUVALL, HANNAH JAYNE (PARANORMAL)
ON THE HUNT by Alexandra Ivy: Mika Tanner has
loved Bailey Morrell, a beautiful Healer, since childhood. But his duty as a Sentinel, a supernatural
guardian of an ancient race, clashed with her rebellious spirit. Now a dangerous new anarchist group
not only threatens life as they know it—but any
chance of their being together again… SCORPIUS
RISING by Rebecca Zanetti: With a deadly disease
spreading like wildfire across the country, microbiologist Nora Medina needs to focus all her energy on
stopping the pandemic. Playing with dynamite—in
the form of her way-too-hot ex—is the last thing she
should be doing. But forced to work with Deacan
McDougall against unexpected enemies with the
seconds ticking by, she knows the explosion is coming… PHANTOM EMBRACE by Dianne Duvall:
Immortal Yuri Sokolov was born with the ability to
see spirits, yet he's never seen one as lovely as Cat
Seddon, the woman who haunts his home and his
dreams. But amid their star-crossed love, a new danger may have Yuri facing a different kind of eternity.
STAKE OUT by Hannah Jayne: Vampire fashion
designer Nina LaShay has a lot on her plate—just
two days until fashion week and the model who was
flirting with her photographer boyfriend is now a
corpse in her studio. But when dead turns into undead and dangerous, Nina must find out who’s responsible…before the beautiful baby vamp takes too
many bites out of the Big Apple.

ONCE AND ALWAYS $3.95
ELIZABETH HOYT (CONTEMPORARY)
IS THERE A PROBLEM, OFFICER? Small town cop
Sam West certainly doesn't mind a routine traffic
stop: speeding ticket, stern warning, and sayonara.
With a whopper of a blizzard closing in, that's all he
has time for. But the lawbreaker he pulls over is anything but typical. From her mile-long legs to her razor
-sharp wit, Maisa Bradley is like nothing Coot Lake,
Minnesota, has ever seen . . . and she's about to
take Sam on the ride of his life. BEING BAD HAS

ITS BENEFITS … Whoever said blood is thicker than
water probably wasn't related to a former Russian
mobster. But an innocent mix-up and rumors of stolen diamonds soon have the Russian mob taking an
unusual interest in the sleepy little town-and Maisa
facing heated scrutiny from a certain tall, dark, and
handsome deputy. Sam's dazzling blue eyes beg her
to reveal all her secrets, but how much should she
tell? Getting snowed in with the sexiest lawman in
the frozen north may not be the worst way to decide .

ONE NIGHT STAND $3.95
CINDY KIRK (CONTEMPORARY)
Which is probably why Marcee Robbens found herself in the arms of a sexy stranger before the bouquet was even tossed at her best friend's wedding.
And after a night of hot caresses and kneeweakening kisses in handsome Sam McKelvey's
arms, even happily single Marcee is humming the
wedding march. So when the sun comes up and
Sam hits the road, the usually tough-as-nails beauty
finds herself nursing a tender heart. . . .Sam's not the
kind of guy who would have a super-hot hook-up with
a woman he barely knows. But something about
Marcee had him mesmerized—enough for this usually sensible single dad to abandon his responsibilities
for one unforgettable night. But Sam never thought
his one night stand would turn up as his new nextdoor neighbor. Or that once he glimpsed the soft side
of this captivating woman, he'd find himself falling in
love. . . .

THE PERFECT COUPLE BK#4 $3.95
BRENDA NOVAK (SUSPENSE)
The Last Stand series. One afternoon in May, Zoe
Duncan's thirteen-year-old daughter goes
missing from her own backyard. The police think Samantha ran away because
she's unhappy about her mother's upcoming marriage—but Zoe doesn't believe it.
In fact, she's willing to do anything to bring
Sam home, even if it means losing her job,
her beautiful home, her fiancé. Even if it
BK#5
means divulging all her secrets to a private investigator. Jonathan Stivers is a P.I.
who donates his time to The Last Stand, a
victims' charity in Sacramento. He's good
at what he does, the best. But never has
he had fewer leads to work with—or been
more attracted to a client. Jonathan's sure
of only one thing: Sam was taken by
BK#6
someone close to the family. He doesn't know how
close until he realizes that the "perfect" couple next
door is anything but….(Bks#5&6 also avail. for the
same price).

THE PERILS OF PURSUING A PRINCE BK#2 $3.95
JULIA LONDON (HISTORICAL)
Desperate Debutantes trilogy. Lady Greer Fairchild
hopes to avoid guardian Lord Downey's plan of marriage to the first bidder by seeking her distant inheritance, controlled by Rhodrick Glendower, Earl of
Radnor, Prince of Powys. Overly helpful Mr Percy
reinforces rumor that the prince is rough, ruthless --
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ROMANCING THE PIRATE BK#2 $3.95
MICHELLE BEATTIE (HISTORICAL)

even a murderer. But Greer never imagines the brute
would refuse to let her leave his remote Welsh castle
until she has proven her identity. Or that she would be
powerfully attracted to the passionately virile man
whose gruff demeanor belies a proud and sensual
nature. Greer falls under his spell, determined to unravel the secrets of her Welsh heritage and the mystery surrounding the dark prince who dares her to become his wife and princess.

Pirate series. THE SEA NEVER FORGETS … Alicia
Davidson had always been told that the loss of her
memory and the scar she carried on her beautiful face
were the results of a childhood fall. But when her beloved father dies, she discovers the truth --- she was
found unconscious on a beach after a pirate attack.
Her despair is broken by a glimmer of hope: the sister
she lost so long ago may be alive. And only one man
can help Alicia find her … BUT IT MAY FORGIVE …
Blake Merritt left Port Royal and the Davidson household years ago, vowing never to return. So when he
finds Alicia stowed away on his ship, he is none too
pleased. Not because he isn't drawn to her --- but because of his own bloody past. As Alicia's memories
resurface, Blake is forced to face the demons that
have haunted him. And together, they begin to heal ...
but will their different dreams tear them apart?

PRIMAL POSSESSION BK#2 $3.95
KATIE REUS (PARANORMAL)
Moonshifter series. To protect her, he will unleash
the beast within… As his pack’s second-in-command,
lupine shifter Liam Armstrong gives orders and takes
what he wants—until he meets red-headed, blue-eyed
December McIntyre. Liam knows the human beauty is
his intended mate the moment he sees her, but December is far too strong-willed to accept his protection.
December, whose brother is the town sheriff, has every reason to mistrust shifters after one killed her
youngest sibling. But the forceful and handsome Liam
has gotten under her skin in a way she hadn’t thought
possible, and the desire she feels for him is almost too
much to bear. When a radical hate group targets all
humans known to sympathize with paranormal beings,
December is attacked in her bookstore. Reluctantly,
she turns to the only one who can help her: Liam. And
he is going to take her to places within herself she
never knew existed. (Bks#3,4&5 also avail. for the
same price)

RULES OF AN ENGAGEMENT BK#3 $3.95
SUZANNE ENOCH (HISTORICAL)
Adventurer's Club series. Captain Bradshaw Carroway loves the seafaring life - though he'd rather be
battling brigands than his current assignment of ferrying a boatload of spoiled aristocrats. One passenger,
however, has caught his eye: a bewitching young minx
who definitely distracts him from the rules of shipboard
decorum . . . Miss Zephyr Ponsley has traveled the
world, but she's completely innocent in the ways of
love. She's never learned to dance or flirt. But scientific observation has taught her that the laws of attraction have no rules, and that no adventure, on land or
sea, is more dangerous - or delicious - than passion!

THE SCOUNDREL TAKES A BRIDE $3.95
STEFANIE SLOANE (HISTORICAL)

BK#3
BK#4
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE BK#2 $3.95
MARIE HARTE (CONTEMPORARY)

BK#5

Body Shop Bad Boys series. Underneath the axle
grease and tats he's a gentleman …. Foley Sanders
figured he'll always be content with a life of cars and
casual hookups. Until a run-in with Cyn, a statuesque
firecracker with a hate-on for men, leaves him bewitched and intrigued-much to her annoyance. Maybe
Cynthia Nichols was a little hard on Foley, that muscular, tattooed, super-hot mechanic next door. But she's
tired of feeling defensive about her size and has sworn
off men. She's got a new job, new life, perfect plan.
Foley has trouble written all over him-no way is she
going to fall for his charms. Foley might look like a bad
idea, but underneath, he's all gentleman. Too bad Cyn's not buying it. What's a bad boy to do when the
goddess of his dreams won't give him the time of day?

Regency Rogues series. A notorious scoundrel, the
right Honorable Nicholas Bourne has spent years in
the East Indies amassing a fortune through questionable means. Still, his loyalty to his older brother Langdon, and his childhood friends remains true and trusted. But when Lady Sophia Southwell, the woman
promised to Nicholas's brother, seeks his help on a
dangerous mission, he is troubled - and torn. Unable
to dissuage her from her quest to find a killer, he vows
to keep her safe. This makes his mission the hardest
test of his wits, honor, and skill. For Sophia is the secret love of his life. For years Sophia has planned her
daring act of revenge against her mother's killer She
has painstakingly prepared herself by studying the
criminal mind. Now she knows that the moment is right
and Nicholas is the man to help her. But she doesn't
count o the reckless temptation of his rugged sensuality or the captivating intensity in his deep eyes. When
desire and emotion intoxicate her as they venture together into the darkest corners of London's underbelly,
Sophia must contend with a yearing even more powerful than the quest for vengeance: the call of love.

“Reading is escape, and the opposite of escape; it’s a way to make contact with reality after a day of
making things up, and it’s a way of making contact with someone else’s imagination after a day that’s all
too real.”
Nora Ephron
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SILVER SILENCE BK#1 $4.95
NALINI SINGH (PARANORMAL)

SCRUMPTIOUS BK#1 $3.95
AMANDA USEN (CONTEMPORARY)

Psy-Changeling trinity. At a time when the fledgling
Trinity Accord seeks to unite a divided world, Silver
Mercant plays a crucial role as director of a worldwide
emergency response network. Wildness and chaos
are the last things she needs in her life. But that's exactly what Valentin Nikolaev, alpha of the StoneWater
bears, brings with him. Though Silver is ruled by Silence--her mind clear of all emotion--Valentin senses a
whisper of fire around her. And after a shadow assassin almost succeeds in poisoning Silver, Valentin will
do anything to keep her safe...even take her into the
heart of a powerful bear clan. Her would-be assassin
has no idea what their poison has unleashed … (Bk#2
also avail. for the same price)

Sexy Chefs duology. Sparks fly between love 'em
and leave 'em pastry chef and poker sharp Marlene
Bennet and traveling chef-for-hire Joe
Rafferty when the two culinary perfectionists are forced to share a kitchen.
But several suspicious accidents at the
restaurant convince Marlene and Joe
to work together to uncover the saboteur. Maybe a little intrigue and highstakes poker will be the perfect ingrediBK#2
ents for these commitment-phobic foodies to whip up a
happily ever after. (Bk#2 also avail. for the same
price)

SEDUCING THE SUCCUBUS BK#1 $3.95
TRADE P/BACK
CASSIE RYAN (ROMANTICA)

BK#2

Sisters of Darkness series Jezebeth is living out the
centuries as any succubus must-seducing men to survive and corrupting souls to make her quota with her
queen, Lilith. But, when she's attacked by a bounty
hunter demon, it's a handsome human who saves her.
Noah Halston is a horror writer who owes his life to
Lilith. Now he must pay up by eluding the fearsome
beasts of hell while escorting a very attractive and
tempting succubus safely to Lilith's lair-or else he will
forfeit his soul to an eternity of torture. Trouble is, if he
spends too much time with the all too tempting Jezebeth, he may just lose his heart-or, even worse, his
life. (Bk#2 also avail. for the same price)

THE SILENT WIFE $5.95
KARIN SLAUGHTER (SUSPENSE)
Will Trent series. Investigating the killing of a prisoner
during a riot inside a state penitentiary, GBI investigator Will Trent is confronted with disturbing information.
One of the inmates claims that he is innocent of a brutal attack for which he has always been the prime suspect. The man insists that he was framed by a corrupt
law enforcement team led by Jeffrey Tolliver and that
the real culprit is still out there—a serial killer who has
systematically been preying on women across the
state for years. If Will reopens the investigation and
implicates the dead police officer with a hero’s reputation of wrongdoing, the opportunistic convict is willing
to provide the information GBI needs about the riot
murder. Only days ago, another young woman was
viciously murdered in a state park in northern Georgia.
Is it a fluke, or could there be a serial killer on the
loose? As Will Trent digs into both crimes it becomes
clear that he must solve the cold case in order to find
the answer. Yet nearly a decade has passed—time for
memories to fade, witnesses to vanish, evidence to
disappear, and lies to become truth. But Will can’t
crack either mystery without the help of the one person he doesn’t want involved: his girlfriend and Jeffrey
Tolliver’s widow, medical examiner Sara Linton. When
the past and present begin to collide, Will realizes that
everything he values is at stake . . .

BK#2

SOMEBODY TO LOVE $5.95
SHARON SALA (CONTEMPORARY)
Blessings, Georgia series. Fifteen years ago, a family member stole the money Hunt Knox had saved for
college, while three of his siblings and his father hid
the truth and told him to get over it. Betrayed by their
lies and thievery, Hunt joined the army and wound up
flying Apache helicopters in Iraq. Now, he's a chopper
pilot for an oil company in Houston, Texas, his father
has been dead for six years, and he's finally returning
home to Blessings at his mother's dying request. Ava
Ridley, the little girl his mother used to babysit, has
grown up and is a nurse at his mother's bedside when
he arrives. Ava is overjoyed to see the man her childhood crush has become. And as the two spend more
time together, Ava's crush grows to be even more.
Hunt never expected to fall in love, but just as it appears he and Ava are headed for a happy ever after,
she becomes a victim of violence at the hospital ER in
Blessings, and suffers an injury that could cost her life.
Through secrets, lies, family betrayal, and difficult
choices, Hunt's not sure he and Ava can ever make a
home together in Blessings. Or if life will once again
lead them onto different paths…

SPECIAL OPS SEDUCTION BK#5 $3.95
MEGAN CRANE (SUSPENSE)
Alaska Force series. She's the last woman he ever
wanted to see again… After an official operation
turned deadly, Jonas Crow began a new life in Grizzly
Harbor with Alaska Force. But when fellow soldier
Bethan Wilcox joins the group, she forces him to remember things he actively prefers to forget. That’s
unforgivable enough. But now the two of them are
forced together on a mission to uncover deadly secrets tied to their complicated past, and with the heat
between them at a boil, forgiveness is the least of his
worries… And the only woman he needs. Bethan Wilcox, one of the first women to make it through Army
Ranger school, didn't join Alaska Force to deal with
Jonas's foul temper. Or her own errant attraction to
him. Thrown together in a race against the clock, they
have to pretend to be a couple and play nice to throw
the enemy off their scent. She knows better than to let
their pretend love feel real...especially while time is
running out. Jonas has always been good at saving
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the world. But it’s Bethan he needs to save this time
around—if she doesn’t save him first.

SPELLBENT BK#1 $3.95
LUCY A. SNYDER (PARANORMAL)
Jessie Shimmer trilogy. In the
heart of Ohio, Jessie Shimmer is
caught up in hot, magic-drenched
passion with her roguish lover,
Cooper Marron, who is teaching her
how to tap her supernatural powers.
When they try to break a drought by
calling down a rainstorm, a hellish
BK#2
portal opens and Cooper is ripped
from this world, leaving Jessie
fighting for her life against a vicious
demon that's been unleashed. In the
aftermath, Jessie, who knows so
little about her own true nature, is
branded an outlaw. She must survive by her wits and with the help of
BK#3
her familiar, a ferret named Palimpsest.
Stalked by malevolent enemies, Jessie is determined to find out what happened to Cooper. But
when she moves heaven and earth to find her man,
she'll be shocked by what she discovers—and by
what she must ultimately do to save them all.
(Bk#2&3 also avail. for the same price)

SPIRAL HUNT BK#1 $3.95
MARGARET RONALD (PARANORMAL)
Evie Scelan trilogy. Some people
have the Sight. Genevieve Scelan
has the Scent. They call her
"Hound," and with her unique supernatural sense Evie can track nearly
anything—lost keys, vanished family
heirlooms . . . even missing people.
And though she knows to stay out of
BK#2
the magical undercurrent that runs
beneath Boston's historic streets, a
midnight phone call from a longvanished lover will destroy the careful boundaries she has drawn. Now,
to pay a years-old debt, Evie must
venture into the shadowy world that
lies between myth and reality,
BK#3
where she will find betrayal, conspiracies, and revelations that will shatter all she believes
about herself and the city she claims as home. When
the Hunt is on, the Hound must run . . .(Bks#2&3
also avail. for the same price)

SPIRIT OF THE VALLEY BK#2 $3.95
JANE SHOUP (HISTORICAL)
Green Valley series. In Virginia, 1883, some things
you can run from. . . some you have to fight. Pauline
Ray is on the run, and she won't get far. With thirtyfour dollars, two small children to feed, the cold coming in fast, she has no idea how she'll hide her tracks
from her monster of a husband, let alone support her

family. But Pauline is done with convention, and with
nothing from her old life worth preserving, not even
her name, she's free to become a whole new person. All she has to do is singlehandedly turn a rundown homestead into the haven she and her children need, in a town full of wagging tongues and
watchful eyes. But one man is watching her with
more than judgment. Pauline would never have considered his scandalous proposal in her days as an
obedient, suffering wife and daughter. But "Lizzie"
might dare to accept him--his love, his work, and his
secrets--and wrest her story toward a happily ever
after all her own. . .

STRANGERS SHE KNOWS BK#3 $4.95
CHRISTINA DODD (SUSPENSE)
Cape Charade series. I have three deadly problems: 1. I've seriously offended a maniacal killer. 2. I
just had a bullet removed from my brain. 3. My new
daughter is growing up too fast--and she's in the line
of fire. Living on an obscure, technology-free island
off California means safety from the murderer who
hunts Kellen Adams and her new family.... Or does
it? Family time becomes terror-time, and at last,
alone, Kellen faces a killer playing a cruel game.
Only one can survive, and Kellen knows who must
win...and who must die.

SUDDENLY ONE SUMMER $3.95
JULIE JAMES (CONTEMPORARY)
FBI/US Attorney series. Divorce lawyer Victoria
Slade has seen enough unhappy endings to swear
off marriage forever. That doesn't mean she's opposed to casual dating—just not with her cocky new
neighbor, who is as gorgeous and tempting as he is
off-limits. But once she agrees to take on his sister's
case, she's as determined to win as ever—even if
that means teaming up with Ford… Investigative
journalist Ford Dixon is bent on finding the man who
got his sister pregnant and left her high and dry. He's
willing to partner with Victoria, despite the fact that
the beautiful brunette gets under his skin like no other woman. He might not be looking to settle down,
but there's no denying the scorching attraction between them. Still, the more time he spends with Victoria, the more he realizes that the one woman as
skeptical about love as he is might be the only woman he could really fall for

SWEET KISS OF SUMMER $3.95
SOPHIE GUNN (CONTEMPORARY)
Nina Stokes's life is far from picture perfect. For
years the small-town artist has waited for the day
she'd be able to fulfill her late brother's wishes and
hand over his rambling house to its new owner. Yet
when a sexy stranger arrives on her doorstep, key in
hand, Nina realizes she's not ready to let go of the
house and all its memories-not until she gets some
answers to what really happened to her brother.
Mick Rivers may be a hard-as-nails soldier, but
throwing a woman out of her house isn't his style.
Neither is dredging up memories of the past-a past
he is struggling to remember. He desperately needs
to sell the house, but he finds the brown-eyed
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beauty with the open heart and warm smile impossible to resist. So instead of moving on, Mick moves in.
As sweet summer days lead to sizzling summer
nights, Mick must finally face his fears. But can he
tell Nina the secrets haunting his heart, without
breaking hers.

A TALL DARK COWBOY CHRISTMAS BK#4 $3.95
MAISEY YATES (CONTEMPORARY)
Gold Valley series. Grant Dodge didn’t expect to
find a woman sleeping in an abandoned cabin on his
family ranch. Or to find her so intriguing. Unlike every
other woman in town, McKenna Tate doesn’t know
Grant’s a widower. There’s no pity in the looks she
gives him. McKenna wants him, and Grant has forgotten what it’s like to feel like a man. A no-strings
fling for Christmas might be the kind of holiday cheer
Grant needs… With only a suitcase to her name,
McKenna came to Gold Valley to confront her birth
father. She didn’t plan to work at the Dodge ranch or
fall for the gorgeous cowboy who keeps his heart
roped off. But there’s no denying the way their broken pieces fit together. Hope brought her to Gold
Valley—but will it be the gift that could finally heal
Grant, and McKenna’s own wounded heart? Also
includes a bonus Gold Valley novella, Snowed in with
the Cowboy! (Bks#5,6,7,8, plus Bk#1 from Gold
Valley Vineyards series also avail. for the same
price.)

BK#7

BK#6

BK#5

BK#8

BK#1

TALON & XAVIER BKS#5&6 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
ALEXANDRA IVY, LAURA WRIGHT (PARANORMAL)

BKS#13&14

Bayou Heat series. Talon: After the tragic death of
his parents when Talon was young, he’s dedicated
his life to protecting the Pantera. To the strikingly
gorgeous man, loyalty and honor mean everything.
So it’s no surprise that he’s determined to treat Isi
Rousseau as the enemy. If the elders believe she is
a danger then he will do whatever necessary to prevent her from destroying his beloved Wildlands. But
discovering the delicate beauty sleeping in his bed,
Talon discovers his noble intentions wavering. The
female, with short, jet black hair streaked with blue,
and a pair of dark eyes, might act tough, but it’s obvious to him that she’s as desperate as he is for a
place to call home. More importantly, her presence is

helping keep Ashe and her baby alive. Suddenly
things are not quite as black and white as Talon assumed, and he must decide if his loyalty to his people is worth losing his true mate. Xavier: He shouldn’t want his best friend’s little sister… The drop-dead
gorgeous leader of the Geeks, Xavier has one goal:
find the human male his enemies seek. Devoted to
his work, and to the Pantera, there is nothing that
can distract him from accomplishing his goal. Until he
spots his best friend’s little sister alone and partying it
up with a bunch of human males at the local bar.
Consumed with possessiveness, Xavier takes her
home and refuses to leave her side until her brother
returns. He tries to convince himself he’s just looking
out for her, but the longer he’s around Amalie, the
harder it is to deny the molten attraction that burns
between them. She has three days to change his
mind… Beautiful and strong-willed Hunter, Amalie is
free. No brother to tell her what to do, and no Pantera watching over her because she happens to be
the last Pantera born. But before she can truly enjoy
herself, her brother’s best friend tries to put her on
lockdown. Xavier has been the star in all of Mal’s
fantasies, and there’s no one she’d rather give her
virginity to. But the sexy male refuses to open his
eyes and see what’s right in front of him. Mal knows
she has three days to change his mind. Three days
to make him see her as grown, and the one female
he can’t resist.(Bks#13&14 also avail. for the same
price)

THEN HE KISSED ME BK#2 $3.95
CHRISTIE RIDGWAY (CONTEMPORARY)
Intoxicating series. The three Baci sisters are on a
mission to save the family winery by
transforming it into a wedding destination.
When Stevie Baci playfully names her
own side business Napa Princess Limousine, she never dreams she'll be driving a
real prince around Napa Valley. Jacques
Parini, aka "Jack", is looking to expand
his family's wine interests. But after kissBK#3
ing Stevie, he finds this California girl in a
black chauffeur's hat does more than drive him crazy.
(Bk#3 also avail. for the same price)

THE THING ABOUT WERES BK#2 $3.95
LEIGH EVANS (PARANORMAL)
Mystwalker series. The Heart is a Lonely Hunter—
In the never-ending saga that is my love-hate relationship with Robson Trowbridge, I, half-Were Hedi
Peacock, have had a change of heart. Ever since I
shoved Trowbridge through the Gates of Merenwyn,
I’ve been the leader of the pack—hard to believe,
right? The thing is: I’m half-Fae. So even though my
Were side is ready to heed the call of the wild, the
other part of me is desperate to take flight. And much
as it pains me to admit it, life without Trowbridge is
really starting to were me down… I Am Were, Hear
Me Roar—To make matters worse, the wolves of
Creemore want my blood—and the North American
Council of Weres wants me dead. So I’m just counting the days until Trowbridge returns from the other
realm…and comes to my brave rescue…and be
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and the heat of their instant connection is like nothing
either of them has experienced. He craves being
around her. She accepts him, dark corners and all.
Beau thinks Cora’s had enough drama in her life. He
wants to protect her from the secrets of his past, even
if it means holding back the last pieces of himself. But
Cora is no pushover and she means to claim all those
pieces. (Bk#2 also avail. for the same price)
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comes my alpha mate. Wishful thinking? Of course it
is. But given all the mess I’ve been through already,
what’s the harm in doing a little bit of daisy-plucking?
Besides, Trowbridge owes me bigtime. A girl can
dream.

THIS IS OUR SONG $3.95
SAMANTHA CHASE (CONTEMPORARY)
Shaughnessey Brothers series. She knows him by
reputation … Riley Shaughnessy knew that to stand
out in his large family, he'd have to go big. Making a
name for himself as a musician wasn't easy, but he
followed his dreams to rock-star success. But the
relentless expectations of fans is not helping the
slump he's in now. So of course the person who attracts him is the woman who is not impressed by
fame. Which gives Riley Shaughnessy a lot to prove.
Entertainment reporter Savannah Daly is completely
unfazed by pretty-boy rock stars. She's just here to
get her interview and write her story. But spending an
entire month with the Shaughnessys is going to show
Savannah a side of Riley she never could have
guessed.

TOGETHER FOR CHRISTMAS BK#3 $3.95
LISA PLUMLEY (CONTEMPORARY)
Kismet, Michigan series. Casey Jackson doesn't do
Christmas. Mistletoe, eggnog, pitchy carolers—it all
leaves the L.A. based talent agent colder than a winter sleigh ride. Nonetheless, Casey's been called to
Kismet, Michigan, to help get a pop star's holiday
special back on track. But it's the diva's sister who's
proving the biggest obstacle. Kristen Miller is funny,
sassy—and crazy about Christmas. And suddenly,
Casey has all kinds of visions dancing in his head. . .
Kristen can't believe that Casey is anti-Christmas. To
her, the season is as magical as the thrill she feels
whenever they touch. Because even though Kristen
set out to teach the charismatic hotshot a thing or
two, she's learning some lessons of her own. About
letting herself stand in the spotlight for once, about
holiday flings that can turn into much more—and
about how all you really need for the perfect Christmas is the right person to share it with. . .

TORN BK#3 $3.95
LAUREN DANE (CONTEMPORARY)

BK#2

Whiskey Sharp series. Sometimes what you find
isn’t what you were searching for … Beau Petty has
been searching his whole life. Searching for a place
that fills all the empty spaces in him. Searching for a
way to tame the restlessness. Searching for answers
to the secret he’s never stopped trying to solve. What
he wasn’t searching for was a woman to claim all of
him, but when Cora Silvera walks back into his life,
he’s ready to search out all the ways he can make
her his. Cora has spent her life as the family nurturer,
taking care of others. But now she’s ready to pass
that job on to someone else. It’s time to make some
changes and live for herself. It’s in that moment that
her former teenage crush reappears and the draw

TRULY YOURS BK#1 $3.95
BARBARA METZGER (HISTORICAL)

BK#3

Royce Lie-Detectors series. Alone in the world,
Amanda Carville has no dowry, no reputation left, and
no one who believes her to be innocent of murder,
since she was found holding the gun that killed her
stepfather. Viscount Rexford also has his troubles.
He's scarred by war, and cursed-or blessed-with the
family trait of knowing the truth when he hears it, and
his success at extracting the truth from military prisoners has left many doubting his honor and his methods. When Amanda tells him she didn't do it, he believes her. Tired of the truth business, Rex refuses to
get involved...until his heart leaves him no choice.
(Bk#3 also avail. for the same price)

TWILIGHT WITH THE INFAMOUS EARL $3.95
ALEXANDRA HAWKINS (HISTORICAL)
Lords of Vice series. Luck Be A Lady … Lord
Chillingsworth’s reputation precedes him—the infamous “Frost” is as legendary on the field of honor as
he is in the bedroom. Which makes it surprising that
young Emily Cavell has taken up the cause of closing
Frost’s favorite gambling hell. Who does this brazen,
flame-haired beauty think she is? Love: A Roll Of The
Dice? Emily’s vendetta is personal: She is determined
to take a pound of flesh from Frost, who ruined her
sister. But the man she meets is not the cold-hearted
devil she imagined—and is twice as handsome to
boot—and soon Emily finds herself falling for him.
Their battle of wills quickly ignites into blazing desire.
Could it be that the most jaded Lord of Vice is finally
willing to risk everything and gamble on her heart? Or
is true love only a fool’s game?

VAMPIRE SUNRISE $3.95
CAROLE NELSON DOUGLAS (PARANORMAL)
Delilah Street, Paranormal Investigator series.
WHEN THE STAKES ARE DEAD -- OR UNDEAD!
Werewolf mobsters and vampires run Vegas, but
that's yesterday's news for Delilah Street, paranormal
investigator. What's truly fearsome is her bloody discovery of an undead evil rooted in ancient Egypt.
Now, with her lover Ric fighting for life after a grim
battle, the chips are down. But Delilah is a born winner who has never let a little danger throw off her
game, and she's been learning fast since she came to
Sin City. Her affinity for silver is making mirrorwalking a real breeze, and being forced to accept the
albino rock star sorcerer Snow's Brimstone Kiss has
ramped up her powers to a startling new level. With
the help of her trusty uber-wolfhound Quicksilver, not
to mention the orange demon parking valet Manny,
Delilah is determined to solve even more paranormal
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secrets, and hopefully save the few innocents left in
town. But can Delilah win her high-stakes gamble for
life and love against ancient gods and lethal supernatural odds?

dragging Nola and Ari into his attempt to rescue his
girlfriend from a radioactive alternate dimension. How
is Nola supposed to serve the forces of Harmony and
maintain the balance between Chaos and Order
when she can't even keep her own family under control? (Bks#1&4 also avail. for the same price)

A VERY JAGUAR CHRISTMAS $3.95
TERRY SPEAR (PARANORMAL)

WEDDED BLISS $3.95
CELESTE BRADLEY (HISTORICAL)
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Heart of the Jaguar series. There are all kinds of
surprises under the mistletoe! As a protector of all
jaguar-kind, Guardian agent Demetria MacFarlane
isn’t surprised to get a call near Christmas—but when
she’s sent to protect a cub whose species she didn’t
even know existed, her holiday season gets complicated. And it doesn’t help that her partner is a distraction of the hottest kind. Hotshot JAG agent Everett
Anderson can handle dangerous poachers and wildlife traffickers, no problem…but kids? Everett fears
he’ll be stuck cub-sitting under the Christmas tree, but
working with one sexy Guardian she-cat may be the
best present he’s ever gotten.

A VIRGIN RIVER CHRISTMAS $5.95
ROBYN CARR (CONTEMPORARY)
Virgin River series. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan
said a final goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This
Christmas she's come to Virgin River to find the man
who saved his life and gave her three more years to
love him. Fellow marine Ian Buchanan dragged Bobby's shattered body onto a medical transport in Fallujah four years ago, then disappeared as soon as their
unit arrived stateside. Since then, Marcie's letters to
Ian have gone unanswered. Marcie tracks Ian to the
tiny mountain town of Virgin River and finds a man as
wounded emotionally as Bobby was physically. But
she is not easily scared off. As Marcie pushes her
way into his rugged and reclusive life, she discovers a
sweet but damaged soul beneath a rough exterior.
Ian doesn't know what to make of the determined
young widow who forces him to look into the painful
past and, what's worse, the uncertain future. But it is,
after all, a season of miracles and maybe, just maybe, it's time to banish the ghosts and open his heart.

WATER TO BURN BK#2 $3.95
KATHARINE KERR (PARANORMAL)

BK#1

Nola O’Grady series. Just when Nola O'Grady thinks
she has it all… Nola's the new head of the San Francisco branch of the Agency, the Psychic organization
so secret that even the CIA doesn't know it exists.
What's more, for some mysterious reason, Interpol
has assigned her lover, Israeli secret agent Ari Nathan, to her new bureau as her permanent
"bodyguard." But everywhere she looks she sees a
Chaos manifestation spying on her. Inexplicable
"rogue waves" are sweeping innocents to a water
death before she can save them. She
has two increasingly dangerous
searches on hand, for Reb Ezekiel,
the supposedly dead prophet from
Ari's past, and for the mysterious
"Brother Belial," head of the Chaos
cult they had managed to take down.
To top it off, her brother Michael is
BK#4

Wicked Worthingtons series. As a ship’s captain,
highborn bastard Morgan Pryce has spent his life
sailing away from England. The last thing he needs is
a wife. But when he fears that his titled half brother,
Neville, is about to be snared by a gold digger, Morgan aims to protect Neville by tricking the lovely crook
into marrying him first. He knows he can't allow himself to believe a word she says. If only she weren’t so
convincing.... Determined beauty Bliss Worthington is
not terribly fond of finding another man waiting for her
at the altar—after all, no one tricks a Worthington and
gets away with it. Somehow she must persuade her
dangerously handsome new husband to grant her an
annulment, because her heart is set on his brother.
Soon the newlyweds must deal with a secret but mutual attraction. Morgan finds himself oddly devastated
by her tenderness and braveness. When Neville
shows up to rescue her from a loveless marriage, she
will have to quickly decide which man is the right one
for her....

WHAT REMAINS OF ME $4.95
ALISON GAYLIN (SUSPENSE)
On June 28, 1980, Kelly Michelle Lund shoots and
kills Oscar-nominated director John McFadden at a
party in his home. For years, speculation swirls over
the enigmatic seventeen-year-old's motives. Convicted of the murder, she loses her youth and her freedom--but keeps her secrets to herself. Thirty years
later--and five years after her release from prison--the
past has come back to haunt Kelly. Her father-in-law,
movie legend Sterling Marshall, is found in a pool of
blood in his home in the Hollywood Hills--dead from a
shot to the head, just like his old friend John McFadden. Once again, Kelly is suspected of the highprofile murder. But this time, she's got some unexpected allies who believe she's innocent of both killings. But is she?

WHITE HOT BK#2 $3.95
NINA BRUHNS (SUSPENSE)
Men in Uniform series. U.S. Navy Lieutenant Commander Clint Walker is on the run across the icy Alaskan Bering Sea. The Chinese operatives tracking him
will do anything to retrieve the stolen military plans in
Clint's possession--and kill him for their trouble. Desperate to safeguard the documents, he stows aboard
a cargo ship--and comes face to face with the most
beautiful--and determined--ship's commander he's
ever encountered … Captain Samantha Richardson
won't let anything--or anyone--stand in the way of her
career...especially now with her whole future riding on
this latest run. Yet the sight of her brash stowaway's
enticing bedroom eyes and his hard, muscular body
has Sam fantasizing about indulging in a small indiscretion, just this once. After all, Clint Walker is her
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blamed her for his accidental death, doesn't realize
she's suspected in the viscount's death, a man who
was a father figure to her--never her lover. She's uneasy with her instant attraction to Robert, and when
she learns his purpose to prove her guilt she knows
she can never trust him ...
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ideal man: hot, intriguing, and temporary. But when
Clint and Sam give in to their simmering passion, they
emerge to face an exploding danger that threatens to
put an all too permanent end to their growing feelings...

WICKEDLY CHARMING $3.95
KRISTINE GRAYSON (PARANORMAL)

WICKED GAMES $3.95 TRADE P/BACK ANTHOLOGY
ANGELA KNIGHT (ROMANTICA)

Fates series. Cinderella's Prince Charming is divorced and at a dead-end. The new owner of a
bookstore, Charming has given up on women, royalty, and anything that smacks of a future. That is, until
he meets up with Mellie… Mellie is sick and tired of
stepmothers being misunderstood. Vampires have
redeemed their reputations, why shouldn't stepmothers do the same? Then she runs into the handsomest, most charming man she's ever met and discovers
she's going about her mission all wrong… It's only
natural that sparks fly and magic ensues when these
two fairy tale refugees put their heads - and vulnerable hearts - together...

An all-new novella to Angelá's Mageverse world - The
Once and Future Lover draws together Arthur,
Lancelot and Guinevere in an explosive triangle, she
sets the stage for the Mageverse magic, for the masterful men, and for the beautiful women who live to
serve, outwit and bewitch them. In Bondage, Beauty
and the Beast, lovely Brianne is sold as a bondslave
to Lord Ardolf Greycastle. Ardolf needs Brianne to
break the spell that turned him into a beast. But to do
that he must win her love even as he dominates her
without mercy. When female Confederate spy Rose
Carson seduces a handsome Union officer in A
Question of Pleasure, it is only to gather secrets.
She never expected to fall in love, or to submit to his
extreme demands when he discovers her duplicity.

WILD HEART BK#1 $3.95
LORI BRIGHTON (HISTORICAL)

WICKED LIES BK#3 $3.95
LORA LEIGH (ROMANTICA)
Men of Summer series. A good drinker. A good partier. A damned good builder, and a hell of a good liar.
Those are all descriptions that come to mind when
the citizens of Loudon, Tennessee, think of the tall,
muscular, laughter-filled charmer they know as Jazz.
And Jazz will admit to all of them: he likes to play; he
likes to tease. And a little white lie surely never hurt
anyone. Until the sexy, too-shy kindergarten teacher,
Annie. Annie sets fire to his lusts as well as to his
heart. But Annie has a past he wasn’t aware of. A
past that will draw Jazz into the heart of a conflict he
had never expected to face. Now, Jazz has to pull in
some serious favors, just as he finds himself fighting
a woman determined to save the charming liar who
has never been serious. A man who has sworn to
pass on love. A man who is now is telling the most
wicked lies of his life to steal the heart of the woman
who has stolen his soul. (Bk#2 also avail. for the
same price)

WICKED SINFUL NIGHTS BK#2 $3.95
JULIA LATHAM (HISTORICAL)
Raised to be Bladesmen series. Though he'd been
raised with his brothers by the League of the Blade as
an experiment, Robert Hilliard is light-hearted, taking
life as it comes. But the League doesn't approve, and
gives him one last chance to prove himself. A high
member of the council has died, and the League believes his mistress, killed him. Robert must prove
Sarah Audley's guilt or lose his standing in the
League. But when he encounters the red-haired
beauty, Robert is convinced of her innocence and is
determined to find the real murderer, no matter the
price. Sarah, a widow whose late husband's family

BK#2

Wild series. Wanton. . . Leo Roberts is next in line
for an earldom and the power and fortune that come
with it, but he is uncultured, unrefined--and completely untamed. . . until governess Ella Finch arrives upon
the scene. Can so young and inexperienced a woman
tutor him in the manners and mores of his class?
Leo's mysterious past has rendered him an outsider,
too wild for polite society. But he finds her innocence
most intriguing. . . Willing. . .What manner of man he
may be, Ella does not know. Yet he fascinates her
and she must know more. Capturing Leo's reckless
heart is about to free her in ways she never dreamed
of. . . and his sensual touch releases the deepest
yearnings of her body and soul . . . (Bk#2 also avail.
for the same price)

YOU ….. AGAIN $3.95 2IN1
DEBBIE MACOMBER (CONTEMPORARY)
Baby Blessed: Going home, baby and all? Molly
Larabee left her husband, Jordan, after a tragedy
destroyed her faith in their marriage. She began a
new life as a foreign aid volunteer. But now, four
years later, her safety is in jeopardyand Jordan
comes to her rescue. She discovers that her feelings
for him have never died, and they share a night of
passion that results in pregnancy. Molly wants her
husband back. But Jordan, still hurt by her leaving,
asks for a divorce. Can a baby reunite them? Yesterday Once More: Going back to Kansas and a wedding? Three years ago, Julie Houser fled from Wichita, Kansas and left her husband-to-be practically
standing at the altar. Julie couldn't face the vast disparity between her own middle-class background and
his family's wealth, not to mention his mother's disapproval. But she never got over Daniel, and now she's
back, hoping she can convince him to give marriage
another chance.

“Outside of a dog, a book is a man’s best
friend. Inside of a dog, it’s too dark to read.”
Groucho Marx

